Conversion to total hip arthroplasty in posttraumatic arthritis: short-term clinical outcomes
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Background: Fractures of the acetabulum are challenging and very difficult to treat, and even after fixation, they can lead to posttraumatic arthritis. Total hip arthroplasty (THA) has been the most common surgery performed for the complications of posttraumatic arthritis in this group of patients.

Aim: In this article, it is aimed to assess the functional results and complications of the conversion to THA for posttraumatic arthritis after acetabular fracture.

Patients and methods: Forty-nine patients were followed up for a mean of 3.7 years (range 2–5 years). The complications included four cases of sciatic nerve palsy, all of which had injury during the first operation. Two cases underwent two-stage surgery because of infection which was demonstrated by a high level of erythrocyte sedimentation rate/C-reactive protein and according to frozen section samples, which were sent intraoperatively with >10 neutrophil/high-power field; one case was then managed by a one-stage protocol for infection after THA was infected with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus. In 1 case, we used the Girdlestone operation for severe infections and uncontrolled diabetes; in 2 cases, we used cages; and in 47 cases, we used uncemented cups.

Results: The mean of modified Hip Harris Score improved from 47 (31–66) before the conversion to 89 (79–95) at the final follow-up. The pain component of the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities also increased from an average of 15 (7–20) to 4 (0–11) at the final follow-up. No dislocation, deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary thromboembolism, new nerve injury, and heterotopic ossification occurred.

Conclusion: The conversion to THA after posttraumatic arthritis in acetabular fracture can lead to reasonable pain relief and functional improvement.
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Introduction

Complex acetabular fracture has not been clearly explored in the literature. Its utility was limited to associated fracture patterns based on the Letournel classification by some authors. However, others have used it for various types of fractures, including processions of the acetabulum. Patterns like this are more demanding in management and utilization.1 Acetabular fractures are challenging and difficult to manage. They can result in posttraumatic arthritis, avascular necrosis of femoral head, or both. Despite the fact that open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) reduces the risk of posttraumatic arthritis, the risk cannot be completely eliminated.2 Furthermore, ORIF failure in fracture of acetabulum ranges between 12% and 57% in different investigations.3-6
In case of posttraumatic arthritis and its adverse effects, total hip arthroplasty (THA) might be a feasible resolving procedure. The conversion of acetabular fracture to arthroplasty leads to different survival rates. Regarding the frequency of acetabular fracture in the elderly, it can be predicted that number of patients in this age group undergoing THA will increase.

Post-acetabular fracture THA poses different challenges for orthopedic surgeons, including residual pelvis deformities, bone loss in the acetabulum, infections, osteonecrosis, heterotopic ossification, maintained metalwork, sciatic nerve palsy, and other problems encountered in acetabular element fixations in the long term. Indication for performing an acute THA in young people with concurrent femoral head and acetabular difficulties is severe nonreconstructable comminution, and in geriatric patients, the indication is severe bony comminution. Outcomes of THA for posttraumatic acetabular fracture consist of good pain relief and functional developments. In a large-scale population meta-analysis, 3,670 acetabular fractures were included and the most common long-term postsurgical ORIF complication was posttraumatic arthritis (20%). The rate of osteonecrosis of femoral head was 5.6%. In other investigations, the incidence of posttraumatic arthritis was between 10% and 60% in some series. The incidence of femoral head osteonecrosis was between 3% and 53%. In one study, the incidence of conversion of ORIF to THA during and after 5 years of first treatment was 11%. Fractures of acetabulum might grow the risk of posttraumatic degenerative arthritis and THA. Previous investigations revealed that adverse events related to conversion of ORIF to THA are higher in comparison with primary THA. Predisposing factors in conversion arthroplasty failure are comminution and initial displacement, femoral head defect, fracture of femoral head or neck, and crush in anterolateral or posterior portion of acetabulum. It is suggested to perform THA immediately when patients encounter these situations after ORIF.

The problems associated with performing converted THA in such patients are poor bone supply, damaged tissue, higher risk of infection, and presence of previous implant. In the current study, the researchers assessed short-term functional outcomes and the associated complications in posttraumatic arthritis patients who had undergone THA after ORIF.

**Patients and methods**

This was an observational prospective analysis of the outcomes of patients who were candidates for conversion of posttraumatic arthritis to THA at Erfan and Milad hospitals, Tehran, Iran. There were 43 males and 6 females, ranging in age from 17 to 68 years at the time of injury. All patients had been operated on for the conversion of posttraumatic arthritis after acetabular fracture internal fixation to THA, between 1998 and 2015. It is important to mention that all factors related to the failure of fixation after posttraumatic arthritis often make the conversion of THA necessary. All the patients who were candidates for a conversion surgery were investigated according to a standard protocol of 3.2–17.1 years (average 6.2 years). All cases had posttraumatic arthritis after acetabular fracture and needed THA because of severe pain, limitation of movement, and stiffness.

All surgeries were done by a direct lateral (Hardinge) approach using a standard-length incision with the patient in the lateral position, and every effort was made to obtain a safe and certain distance from the previous incision. Patients were operated under general anesthesia, and according to a standard technique with minor variations, they underwent surgery. The skin and subcutaneous tissues were incised in one line, and the plane was established between the subcutaneous tissues and the gluteal fascia at 1–2 cm on both sides. Gluteus medius and minimus splitting was done and capsulotomy was subsequently performed. During THA, the plates were not removed and only the screws in the joints or on the reamer path were taken out or removed by a milling tool. This was not the initial surgery and afterward, the complications of posttraumatic arthritis occurred. Therefore, it is undeniable to have sufficient accuracy in reaming the acetabulum and taking press-fit from the cup. The researchers removed acetabular implants if they were impacted, becoming loose, or there was suspicion of infection in them. For some cases, osteotomy was performed for removing the plates. All other processes during the patient evaluation were performed according to the available protocols.

In 1 case, the researchers used the Girdlestone operation for severe infections and uncontrolled diabetes; in 2 cases, cages were used; and in 47 cases, uncemented cups were used. The bearing surface was metal on highly cross-linked polyethylene, except in five young cases in which the senior author used third-generation delta ceramic with highly cross-linked polyethylene. It is worth mentioning that in all patients, X-ray was performed during the operation and once the operation was complete, an abduction pillow was used between the legs. Moreover, prophylactic antibiotics were started 30 minutes before the incision at the operating room and repeated for two other doses. In order to decrease bleeding during the operation, 15 mg/kg of intravenous
marix acid was used and all patients underwent deep vein thrombosis (DVT) prophylaxis for 1 month by enoxaparin, and for heterotopic ossification, indomethacin-SR 75 mg was given daily for 6 weeks.18

Statistical analyses
Descriptive statistical analyses were applied to present mean ± SD of quantitative variables. Paired t-test was used to compare before and after operation variables, and linear regression test for evaluation of outcomes. For all analyses, SPSS software was used (SPSS 19.0 for Windows; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). P-values <0.05 were considered significant.

Ethics statement
All ethical issues for patients’ information and procedures were observed according to the ethical committee of Islamic Azad University of Medical Sciences, Tehran branch, and ethical statements were approved by the ethical committee. All patients were asked to complete a written informed consent for participation in this study, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Results
Clinical and radiographic assessment was performed after the conversion procedure for all participants. The modified Hip Harris Score (MHHS) was recorded before the operation, 6 months after the operation, and at the final follow-up of 2 years. In the current study, no dislocation, DVT or pulmonary thromboembolism, new nerve injury (only in 4 cases of preoperative sciatic nerve injury, tendon transfer was done 6 months postoperatively), or heterotopic ossification occurred in any of the patients. Reoperation was done in two cases; in one case, it was because of an acute infection treated by a one-stage revision and in the other case, it was because of severe infection and sepsis, uncontrolled diabetes mellitus, and also the age of patient, which was managed by Girdlestone.

Radiographic evaluation
All cases underwent THA due to posttraumatic arthritis for an average of 6.2 years (between 3.2 and 17.1 years) after internal fixation. Typically, the two types of fractures that can be witnessed in acetabular fracture are simple and complex fractures. Most patients had complex fractures and were all first treated by plates. From 3 to 17 years after the initial treatments, all of them had posttraumatic arthritis after ORIF and needed THA due to complications associated with pervious operation for their fracture of acetabula.

Complications
The complications included four cases of sciatic nerve palsy, all of which had injury during the first operation. Two cases underwent two-stage surgery because of infection which was demonstrated by a high level of erythrocyte sedimentation rate/C-reactive protein and according to frozen section samples (confirmed by >10 polymorphonuclear cell/high-power field); one patient was infected with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus after THA, who was then managed by a one-stage protocol for infection.

Postoperative follow-up
Even though the MHHS at the final follow-up of 2 years was documented for all patients, 6 months later, the MHHS was applied to evaluate the results of the conversion procedure with regard to pain alleviation and practical development. Based on the outcomes, the MHHS was improved from 47 (31–66) before the operation to 89 (79–95) at 6 months after THA. In addition, the pain component of the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities was improved from an average of 15 (7–20) to 4 (0–11) at the final follow-up. Figures 1–4 demonstrate four cases of the current study which were treated; 1A, 2A, 3A, and 4A present preoperative figures, and 1B, 2B, 3B, and 4B indicate the last follow-up figures.

Discussion
As the age of the population is growing, fracture of the proximal side of femur is becoming more frequent.19 Furthermore, THA is one of the best procedures in today’s orthopedic surgeries, which is the main favorable process in orthopedics. It is done for different indications and its indications for posttraumatic arthritis are similar to those for any patient with destructed hip disorder, such as uncontrollable pain, difficulty in daily activities, validated radiological signs attributed to advanced arthritis, articular incongruity, or osteonecrosis.18

Most acetabulum fractures, either simple or complex, are managed by the ORIF method. In order to obtain the results, orthopedic surgeons perform THA when patients have posttraumatic arthritis-related complications. The critical key point is an accurate preoperation, which will improve the success rate of a surgery. On the other hand, performing a surgery in a correct and standard manner is also necessitated: standard intraoperative conversion landmarks, which include the location of the pubis, teardrop, ilium, and ischium after vast release and elimination of all debris and plates that directly affect the acetabular placement.20–22

After failed internal fixation, THA of acetabular fractures was the main stem of different studies. Hammad et al23 assessed 32 patients undergoing THA after failed dynamic hip screw
Figure 1 (A) Radiographs of a 62-year-old man who sustained a complex posterior wall acetabular fracture and had ORIF with a reconstruction plate and a DCP. (B) Conversion to THR after posttraumatic arthritis after 5 years of internal fixation.

Abbreviations: DCP, dynamic compression plate; ORIF, open reduction and internal fixation; THR, total hip replacement.

Figure 2 (A) Radiograph of a 59-year-old man who had posttraumatic hip arthritis after 8 years of ORIF posterior wall fracture. (B) Conversion to THR.

Abbreviations: ORIF, open reduction and internal fixation; THR, total hip replacement.

Figure 3 (A) Radiograph of an 18-year-old man who sustained a posterior wall acetabular fracture and was treated with Recon plate. (B) The conversion THR surgery after posttraumatic arthritis after 12 years of internal fixation.

Abbreviation: THR, total hip replacement.
fixation and found only one periprosthetic fracture and one dislocation. Clinical outcomes were good–excellent in 78% of patients at the final follow-up.\textsuperscript{23} By increasing the age of the population, the rate of osteoporotic fractures, such as those of pelvis and acetabulum, will be increased. Management of elderly patients with an acetabular fracture is more controversial than that of younger case with the same injuries, where prevention of posttraumatic arthritis and THA remains the best to limit the necessity for revision arthroplasty. Arthroplasty for fractures of the proximal femur is commonplace in the older population and is a mainstay of the treatment for promoting early mobilization and weight bearing. Nevertheless, in performing acute THA for elder acetabular fracture, the majority of surgeons do not allow for prompt weight bearing after surgery. Therefore, the argument about the best treatment of these challenging fractures still persists. In total, four treatment options have emerged, including non-surgical treatment with early mobilization, ORIF, limited open reduction and percutaneous screw fixation, and acute THA. Nonetheless, the exact indications and benefits of each treatment still remain unknown. The clinical outcomes have been greatly improved with the advancement of implant designs and cementless fixation, particularly on the acetabular side.\textsuperscript{24,25} There were some limitations in the current investigation. The study did not include a narrow age group for analysis and the sample size was small during the period of the study, which can affect the results’ generalizability.

\textbf{Conclusion}

In conclusion, findings of the present research suggest that the conversion of posttraumatic arthritis after acetabular internal fixation to THA is clinically successful without increased risk of complications, and is a safe option that provides good functional results, with marginally higher rates of intraoperative complications. However, the patients should definitely be warned of the possibility of incomplete relief of groin pain postoperatively. It can be expected that the patients would be more satisfied and have less pain with appropriate preoperative planning, and awareness about the common complications could improve the outcomes. It is suggested to perform a large-scale investigation with subgroups of different ages to increase the validity and generalizability of results.
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